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Ultra-low frequencies: <100 MHz

LOFAR LBA (10-90 MHz) best instrument 
LOFAR 2.0 aims to boost the ultra-low frequencies
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Cosmic ray life-cycle

Sources: AGN, SN, 
structure formation, 
hadronic, other?

Relevance: CRs are 
tracers of AGN activity 
and merger events
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Gently Re-Energised Tails
de Gasperin+; MNRAS 2015

de Gasperin+; Science adv 2017



GReETs

Sp.Idx: -4



Evidence

✓ flux density brightening
✓ spectral flattenening



Models

• A new population of ultra-steep radio sources
• A new inefficient re-energisation mechanism
• A seed population of CRe in the ICM

Compression  
- Mach number: 1.2 
- Fine tuning of ICM/
shock properies 
- Special geometry

Plasma interaction 
- Turbulence in tail 
- Maintained constant by 
ICM interaction  
- Magnetic pumping
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Surveys: the future of radio astronomy

Surveys used to be one of the last steps in a radio-telescope life

Built: 1973 
NVSS: 1998 (+25  yrs) 
FIRST: 2011 (+38 yrs)

Built: 1995 
TGSS: 2017 (+22 yrs)

Built: 1970 
WENSS: 1997 (+27 yrs)

New facilities put surveys as prime science goal:

LOFAR  -  MWA  -  ASKAP  -  EVLA  -  SKA



Moving to statistical samples

• Radio surveys to complement X-ray/SZ/optical 
surveys and find galaxy clusters
- Abell 3527-bis, a radio selected, low-mass 

galaxy cluster 
de Gasperin+; MNRAS 2016

• Cosmology with modern radio surveys
- Cosmological alignment of radio sources 

Contigiani, de Gasperin+; MNRAS 2017  
Oei, de Gasperin+; 2017 in prep.

• Radio source population
- All-sky spectral index map
- 1.4 million spectral indexes 

de Gasperin, Intema, Frail; MNRAS 2017
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Low-frequency radio surveys

400 MHz uGMRT survey 
(400 MUGS)

SKA-low

• Frequency: 300-500 MHz
• Resolution: 7”
• Expected noise limit: <300 uJy/b

LOFAR-LBA sky survey 
(LoL-ss)

• Frequency: 42-66 MHz
• Resolution: <30”
• Expected noise limit: <2 mJy/b

LLo
Sky Survey

54 MHz





Technical challenges:  
large FoV - beam - low sensitivity - large scale emission - ionosphere
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- originality and innovative character: a milestone in observational astronomy

- The exploitation of the first LOFAR sky survey data will allow us to study galaxy clusters in an

unexplored frequency range where the cluster's synchrotron radiation is predicted to be most
powerful.  The  great  majority  of  the  target  clusters  lack  radio  observations  or  were  not

observed at an adequate sensitivity.

- The existence of a large population of ultra-steep-spectrum radio halos in galaxy clusters is
one of the most important theoretical  predictions in the field. We will  have the chance to

pioneer the search for these sources and eventually to put fundamental constraints on the
mechanisms for particle acceleration in these environments.

- A novel feature of LOFAR is the elaborate use of software to process large amount of data,

where traditional telescopes use customized hardware. The high processing and bandwidth
requirements  implies  the  development  of  innovative  approaches  for  data  analysis (e.g.

parallel/GPU-based calibration  algorithms)  which will  be  used  as  paradigms for  the  future
generation of radio telescopes. The applicant is among the most active scientists currently

contributing  to  LOFAR  software  development.  His  efforts  will  be  focussed  on  solving  for
ionospheric-induced errors, which are now the main limitations of LOFAR imaging capabilities

(see Fig. 2). This process relays on modelling the ionospheric effects and removing it from the
data (Intema 2009).

- The LOFAR sky survey images produced during this fellowship will be exploitable by other

astronomers.  The  survey  will  detect  over  a  million  sources  rewriting  entire  chapters  of
astronomy:  from AGN life  cycle  and  their  role  in  galaxy  formation  to  high-redshift  radio

galaxies; from magnetic fields in normal galaxies to the first population study of thousands of
star-forming galaxies. 

  

Figure 2: Left: Radio emission from the radio relic in the cluster 1RXS J0603.3+4214 (“Toothbrush”) at 150 
MHz. The image shows the best map available to date (bottom panel) with the map obtained recently with 

LOFAR (courtesy van Weeren). Right: Image of a LOFAR field after a standard calibration (ionospheric-error 
limited, top panel) and the same field after ionospheric correction (thermal-noise limited; rms noise = 100 

μJy/beam, beam = 5” × 5”, bottom panel).

Ionospheric
correction

How we tackled the problem:  
1. Understanding the physics of the systematics 
2. Designing of ad-hoc software and strategy 
3. Data reduction



High-quality results at ultra-low frequency

PiLL (Pipeline for LOFAR LBA) 
• Developed in 2015-2017 
• Ionosphere calibration

VLSS: 
resolution: 75”  
rms noise: 100 mJy/b  
LOFAR LBA: 
resolution: 20”  
rms noise: 1.5 mJy/b 

New results 
• Full-BW TEC fitter 
• Simultaneous direction dependent calibration 
• TEC screen fitting

Credits: M. Mevius



Bootes 50 MHz - best published data



Bootes 50 MHz - new pipeline

Resolution: 20” 
Astrometry: +/- 3” 
Noise: <2 mJy/b 
Flux error: <5%



Preliminary!



HETDEX

Exploratory Survey



Pointings: 16 
Coverage: 150 sqdeg 
Resolution: ~45” 
Rms noise: 3-6 mJy/b 
Sources: ~5000



VLSSr LoLss
74 MHz, 100 mJy/b, 75” 54 MHz, 5 mJy/b, 45”



VLSSr LoLss
74 MHz, 100 mJy/b, 75” 54 MHz, 5 mJy/b, 45”



VLSSr LoLss

192 sources in VLSSr

74 MHz, 100 mJy/b, 75” 54 MHz, 5 mJy/b, 45”

2692 sources in LoLss



Astrometry
           RA       Dec 

0: mean = +1”.01 / +0”.31 
1: mean = -0”.90 / -1”.40 
2: mean = +0”.55 / +0”.74 
3: mean = +0”.08 / -1”.86 
4: mean = -2”.65 / +1”.68 
5: mean = +1”.61 / +0”.15 
6: mean = +3”.28 / -2”.89 
7: mean = +1”.10 / +3”.40 

0: std  =  3”.27 /  3”.20 
1: std  =  3”.25 /  3”.29 
2: std  =  3”.82 /  3”.61 
3: std  =  2”.89 /  2”.86 
4: std  =  2”.94 /  3”.08 
5: std  =  3”.28 /  3”.22 
6: std  =  2”.98 /  2”.88 
7: std  =  3”.49 /  3”.82



Flux accuracy
• mean ratio LoLss/VLSSr = 1.04 (1.08 for flux > 0.5 Jy) 
• mean ratio LoLss/TGSS = 1.37 (1.10 for flux > 0.5 Jy)

TGSSVLSSr

LoLss has no rescaling, flux estimated from calibrators.



LoLss (54 MHz) ROSAT

Spidx < -1.6

NVSS (1400 MHz) TGSS (150 MHz)



NVSS (1400 MHz)

ROSAT

Spidx < -1.8

LoLss (54 MHz)

TGSS (150 MHz)



ROSAT

Spidx < -1.6

LoLss (54 MHz)

NVSS (1400 MHz) TGSS (150 MHz)



TGSS (150 MHz)

ROSAT

Spidx < -1.7

LoLss (54 MHz)

NVSS (1400 MHz)



Conclusions

• CRs trace AGN activity and cluster merger events 

• The ultra-low frequencies enable the exploration of 
low-energy CRe and (re)acceleration mechanisms 

• Gently Re-Energise Tails (GReETs) show the 
potential of this observational window 

• LOFAR LBA Sky Survey (LoL-ss) first images are 
promising. HETDEX (DIE) release mid-2018



Interpretation

A re-energisation happens in the location 
where X-ray emission is maximal.
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Energetic CRs Aged CRs

Model:
• WAT went through a merging cluster
• Double-tail of electrons get re-energised
• Re-energisation (gentle)

ICM



Science at (ultra) low-frequency

• Extreme radiation mechanisms in exoplanets 
(e.g. coherent plasma emission, Cyclotron radiation) 

Targets: Sun, Jupiter, exoplanets, stars, pulsars 

• EoR through high-z radio galaxies 

Targets: EoR, AGN 

• Extreme absorption mechanisms 
(e.g. Synchrotron self-absorption, thermal absorption, cut-off) 

Targets: AGN, starburst galaxies, IGM 

• Radio recombination lines  
Targets: AGN, IGM, Milky way 

• Probing the oldest synchrotron fossils 

Targets: radio galaxies, galaxies, SNR 

• Acceleration processes 
(e.g. turbulence, shocks, rare emission mechanisms) 

Targets: galaxy clusters


